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Stop Early-Stage 
Self-Sabotage

Session 1            
Insistence on Perfection

Causes

Suffering

Impatience

Binary Thinking

Obstacles

conditioning
tastes and preferences

biological hardwiring

environment

immediate

default systems

social networks

consumer culture

Strategies

Recognize the tendency

accept

interpret positively

relax

Set mini-goals
identify milestones

identify “Tiny Habits”

Celebrate small wins
capitalize on brain wiring

usable feedback

Session 2                    
Misinterpreting Failures

Myth: failures mean we’re failing

Juggling

Spelling mistakes

“All learning is expectation failure”
GPS

Running trails by myself

Get honest about failures

Motivation?

Completely gone?

Temporarily forgotten?

Ambivalence due to competing 
motivation?

Ability?

Not enough time?

Lacking money?

Lacking focus/attention/willpower?

Too hard physically?

Too hard to overcome social 
pressure?

Overt

Implied

Imagined

Too far out of your routine or 
comfort zone?

Trigger?

Non-existent

Not noticeable enough

Not intense enough

Not reliable enough

Reinterpret failures as fight-thrus

Organize Tomorrow Today

Stage 1: Honeymoon

Stage 2: Fight-thru Win 4/5

Stage 3: Second nature

Anticipate fight-thrus

Bookend 
the Future

Identify “critical moment”

Imagine worst-case scenario

Watch the movie in your mind

“You’ve just binged at the potluck. 
Think about all the reasons this 
might have happened.”

Imagine best-case scenario

Watch the movie in your mind

“You’ve eaten totally according to 
plan at the potluck. Think about all 
the reasons this might have 
happened.”

Plan your “when/then” moves

Learn from failures

Peter Bregman’s          
FAST Assessment

What did I Feel?

How did I Act?

What did I Say?

What did I Think?

Continuous Improvement

Session 3                   
Misinterpreting Successes

Fogg Behavior Model

Skills

Motivation

Trigger

“When life looks like easy street 
there is danger at your door”

Four Stages of Capability 
Development

1. Unconscious Incompetence 
(don’t know what you don’t know)

2. Conscious Incompetence (you 
know that you don’t know)

3. Conscious Competence (you can 
do it, but only with full attention and 

under perfect circumstances)

4.Unconscious Competence 
(mastery, “second nature”)

Be Happy

Proof of capability
Skills are necessary (but not sufficient)

“Gun to the head”

Small win - predicts long-term success

self-efficacy (Bandura)

build positive momentum

compounding effect of small 
improvements

habit science

Don’t change mind to change behavior

Change behavior and mind adjusts self-
image to account for new data

Be Wary

Keep looking forward to possible fight-thrus

Stage 1: Honeymoon

Stage 2: Fight-thru (conscious competence)

Stage 3: Second nature

Pre-mortem to increase odds of winning

Jud Apatow’s question: “It’s three 
months from now and I hate this. Why?”

Be Opportunistic

Increase ability

Gain more skill

Gain more confidence in existing skill

Reduce or remove obstacles

Make it more efficient/quicker

Make it less expensive

Improve your ability to focus
meditation

increase grittiness

Increase physical capabilities

strength

stamina

flexibility

freedom of movement

muscle memory

Curate new social environment

gain new allies

join a run club

join a gym

organize a plant-based potluck

limit exposure to enablers

have “transformation conversations” 
to turn enablers into allies

PDF of transformation conversation

practice to reduce strangeness and 
unfamiliarity of behavior

Add and intensify triggers

add

alarms

gear

link to existing behaviors

intensify

bigger

louder

more prominent

rehearse trigger/behavior link

neurohack the dopamine system 
through celebration

tweak triggers that aren’t working
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